STOCK OEM Replacement Hi-Density Cartridge Heaters — Underwater Pelletizer Die Heater

Design Features
- Hi-Density Swaged Construction
- 44" mica insulated 842°F (450°C) Lead Wires
- 1" Diameter Heater Sheath
- Incoloy Sheath Standard, SS Optional
- 16 Gauge Stainless Steel Mounting Flange
- Ground Lead Optional
- Other Options Available (wattage, voltage, lead length etc.)

Type R2A Cement potting and silicone varnish

Type W1A Cement potting and silicone varnish

Type C3B Cement potting & silicone varnish, with stainless steel cable

Type C3D Welded lead end disc, with stainless steel cable
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